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Fact Sheet 13 - Questioning skills & techniques for teachers and TAs 

• Teachers and TAs ask and respond to hundreds of questions per day (more 

than 400 per day according to research). Learning proper questioning 

techniques (both asking and responding) is essential. 

• The more OTRs (Opportunities to Respond) the better. Research has shown 

that when TAs and teachers use one addition OTR per minute, there was a 

50% increase in student motivation. Research also found few teachers and TAs 

use OTRs consistently so this should be a focus. OTRs do not have to be 

questions and can be simple prompts. 

• Wait time means to ask a question and to pause before selecting a responder. 

This ensures all students have time to think. 

• Phrase questions carefully i.e. single focus, appropriate vocabulary, succinct, 

not be leading or biased. 

• Ensure wide participation by asking a range of questions (easy/hard, 

open/closed etc.) and ensuring everyone gets a shot. 

• Ask questions in a logical sequence and plan your sequence. 

• Prompt for details i.e. ‘what else?’ and ‘can you elaborate’? 

• Bouncing is where you use a student’s response as the basis for a prompt 

directed at another student. 

• Rapid fire questioning is where you ask 10-30 relatively easy questions in fast 

succession to build excitement. 

• Manage incorrect responders with care – do not belittle, ignore, or dismiss 

any attempt to participate (or students with withdraw). Students see how you 

treat their peers and assume they will be treated the same.  

• Use a range of question types (many teachers and TAs ask a 

disproportionately high number of closed and direct questions). There are 5 

main question types: closed, open, direct, probing, hypothetical. 

• Reverse questions are where you start by giving the answer and then ask for 

the question(s). Have students ask questions to each other as well. 

• When you have mastered the above, start using Bloom’s taxonomy to vary 

questions to suit the abilities of each student (remember, understand, apply, 

analyse, evaluate, create). 


